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What we will cover

I. CISG Database (Pace) 

II. Kluwer Arbitration

III.Westlaw
a) International Arbitration Materials
b) Practical Law Company

IV.Other Resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So this is just a list of what we’re going to cover todayWe’re going to start with the CISG database, which is a free resource and a great one for CISG material Then we will look at Kluwer Arbitration, one of the best databases for International ArbitrationWe’ll also look at WestlawWithin Westlaw I’m also going to demo two areas, The International Arbitration Materials page and also a database called the Practical Law CompanyAnd then we’ll discuss how to find books and journal articles in print, if you don’t have access to them online, which will happen. So we’re going to start with the CISG 
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I. CISG Database

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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CISG Database
• United Nations Convention on 

Contracts for the International Sale of 
Goods (CISG) 

• A great starting point for researching 
the CISG is the CISG database 
maintained by the Pace Law School, 
Institute of Commercial Law

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Far and away the best resource for all things CISG is this one by Pace Law school by their Institute of Commercial Law
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CISG Database 
• http://iicl.law.pace.edu/cisg/cisg

• Case law: 
• organized by CISG article, country, keyword
• UNCITRAL Case Law Digest

• Annotated CISG:
• Legislative History
• Guides & Scholarly Writings (bibliographies)
• CISG-Advisory Council Opinions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
News websites- Google News is a good aggregator and free of course but we also have subscription databases like Lexis and Factiva that have more powerful search featuresI’m not going to spend too much time with it since it’s pretty user friendly and they do an excellent job at sorting cases and annotations by CISG article number Does everyone remember what annotations are?  So in Westlaw and Lexis we have something called the annotated code right?Basically, it takes our statutes, either state or federal, and adds material related to that statute. For example, a hate crime statute may lay out the elements of what constitutes a hate crime, Violence based on actual or perceived raceUse of a dangerous weaponSome of these things are easy to categorize but some things are not.  Is a gun a dangerous weapon?  definitely.  A bat? Probably. A can of spray paint? So annotations, will flesh out the statutory meaning.  HOW should this specific language be applied?in the case of the CISGYou will often be given a specific article of the CISG to investigate. So I’m going to go to Legal Materials Organized by CISG ArticleClick on annotated text pagesThen for whatever article I am investigating, simply CLICK on thatARTICLE 4And then I can click on any of these, for example scholarly writingsAnd this will have selected sources analyzing how article 4 should be appliedPersonally, I think these sites do a better job of CISG analysis than what you will find almost anywhere elseLogin: mabernathy@sandiego.edu, pw usual one

http://iicl.law.pace.edu/cisg/cisg
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II. Kluwer Arbitration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our next database is Kluwer Arbitration 
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Kluwer Arbitration 
• Kluwer Arbitration is the most comprehensive 

database of international commercial 
arbitration primary and secondary resources.

• It contains international and national 
arbitration conventions, rules, legislation, and 
decisions, as well as commentary and 
analysis on those decisions. 

• Access Kluwer Arbitration here: 
https://lawlibguides.sandiego.edu/az.php 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This focuses obviously more on the arbitration process (outside of contract formation and the CISG)	So this is often helpful for procedural questionsThis is one of the most comprehensive resources for commercial arbitration, and not every school has it so we’re lucky that we do. It has both primary and secondary sourcesSo it has arbitration rules and decisions as well as commentary and analysis on those decisions. To get to this database you want to start on the LRC homepageClick on databases A-Z in the middle of the screenThen navigate to “Kluwer Arbitration.”If you are on-campus, the link should take you directly to the database.If you are off-campus, you will be prompted for your USD ONE username and password.Then the easiest way to navigate is by arbitral institutionBy clicking on the ORGANIZATIONS tabSo here we have most of the major arbitral systems.  	The larger ones, for example UNCITRAL and ICSID,  Info for those are available in other places like WL or the free from the issuing institution’s own website	Professor Brennan  gave you a sheet with those direct URLSAnother thing that KLUWER excels at is their commentary For example we’ll click on CIETAC	China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC)	(click on rules lin)SO here we have the rules and model clauses, those again are pretty easy to find onlineBut what is valuable is The commentary associated with these rules and model clauses, Click on CIETAC Arbitration Rules, Chapter II, Section 1, Article 16 [Counterclaim]So this is not only the RULE which is of course available on the CIETAC website, but also some notes starting here #1-4 on how to apply this rule the guidance and analysis on those rules and how to implement them, that’s the part that costs money.Another way to pull up information like that is by running a search across the entire database	Example search: Impartiality and independence of arbitrators = 164 hitsnowI can use the filters on the left hand side to refine our results to Commentary, Awards, or a particular Organization (e.g. UNCITRAL).One thing to note is that when I searched, the autopopulate option here is actually creating a preset search in KLUWER, 	So it’s running this as a phrase searchKluwer is not so good at accepting your own creative terms and connectors search 	impartiality /s independence /s arbitrator = 0 resultsThough this would be a more flexible and probably more desirable search in WL or LXKluwer does have SOME advanced search options that you can see by clicking on the question mark	Impartiality NEAR20 independence NEAR20 arbitrator = 1543 results 	UNCITRAL filter = 42 hitsSome students have found the smart charts  in the practice tools section helpful.  Here you can construct Smart Charts to easily compare procedural rules across institutions.Compare: HKIAC and CIETAC, select topic e.g. The Arbitral Tribunal  >  Challenge of Arbitrators. See answers to: Can the Parties challenge an arbitrator?    How is a challenge communicated?    When may a challenge be made?    Who decides on the challenge?The last thing I wanted to highlight was this books tabTo get to these you just want to click on the books tab, right there at the top left	And I’m just going to click down here under all books And here we have over 250 books on various aspects of international sales and arbitration. Some of these, scrolling down to the ICA portion, are really important seminal treatises.  And this is the only place you will have them.  	They’re not on Westlaw or Lexis. 	We have a few and by a few I mean like maybe 15 or 20 in print.So the best place to use them is here.  They are just like any other E-BOOKInternational Commercial Arbitration (Second Edition)	So once you click into one you’ll have CHAPTERS and PAGE NUMBERSYou can search within this specific book, Or you can even search across all books.	Any questions with using Kluwer? GOING back to the PPT, the next slides is just a recap of what we did with 		Searching across the database, 	Using the smart charts	And searching within booksOkay now we’re going to talk about Westlaw 

https://lawlibguides.sandiego.edu/az.php
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III. Westlaw

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our next database is Westlaw which of course most everyone is very familiar with.  We’re going to do a deep dive into two specific areas.  
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International Arbitration 
Materials on Westlaw

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
International Arbitration materials practice area Type in International Arbitration materialsAdd to favorites - click on the starRules, awards by institution, 20+ arbitration treatises (fyi less than on Kluwer)A lot of times students are surprised to hear that Westlaw or Lexis isn’t the best at something but their bread and butter is US case law and domestic attorneys.Not so much international work.Westlaw has tried to strengthen this area of international arbitration by recently acquiring the practical law company
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Practical Law Company

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
They do have an area specific to international arbitrationNavigate by arbitral institution, by country or search withinexample:  a search for the word bribery across the entire international arbitration Practical Law databaseThis one is a little bit different because it’s not quite as rich in terms of primary source content compared to the other sources we’ve looked at today THIS database is geared towards practitioners so it looks and feels more like a handbook or how-to  guideIt is great for concise answers and issue spottingQuestions on Westlaw?
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IV. Other Resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Research Guides 

• Harvard Law School Library, 
International Arbitration Research

• Georgetown Law Library, 
International Commercial Arbitration 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I have two very robust research guides here, one from Harvard and one from Georgetown We’ll start with the one from Harvard. I like it because it starts with tips on researching a library catalog. You’ll see why this is important in just a minute. Essentially keeping your search terms fairly broad, no fancy searching with connectors or proximitySubscription databases Well we’re not Harvard, we only have 2 of these.  Kluwer and Westlaw Which is why it is important to supplement with items from the catalog, or items from Google Scholar.Examples of print materials Some are on WL/Kluwer.  Some are on these other databases.  Some are not in any database even if we had purchased those other ones and so you just need to be aware that there are these additional resources here. Same thing with journals Free online sources (2 research guides) and Electronic sources (some are free, but also maybe duplicated on WL) AWARDS AND PROCEEDINGS Most of these are free and the subscription ones we mainly have.  Overall you should have good access to the actual primary sources. 

https://guides.library.harvard.edu/law/international-arbitration
https://guides.library.harvard.edu/law/international-arbitration
https://guides.ll.georgetown.edu/InternationalCommercialArbitration
https://guides.ll.georgetown.edu/InternationalCommercialArbitration
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Library Catalog 
• Search the library catalog at 

https://www.sandiego.edu/law/library/  

• Search for print and electronic books, 
journal articles, and more.  Limit 
search results by resource type, library 
location, and more using the options 
on the left side of the search results 
screen.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Search the library catalog at https://www.sandiego.edu/law/library/  Search for print and electronic books, journal articles, and more.  Limit search results by resource type, library location, and more using the options on the left side of the search results screen.

https://www.sandiego.edu/law/library/
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ChatGPT is not good at research!
• Generative AI tools use large language 

models (LLMs) to simulate conversations.
• LLMs are trained on the internet but are not 

a search engine by themselves.
• LLMs predict what each word of a response 

should be based on training.
o Hallucinations
o Training limited in time
o Inherent bias from training sources

• LRC Guide to ChatGPT & other 
Generative AI Tools

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One last note on searching: I want to recommend that you don’t use ChatGPT to try to do research because it is not good at it. ChatGPT, Google Bard, and all the other new generative AI tools use something called a large language model, or LLM, to simulate conversational responses. If you’ve looked into any of these tools, you may have seen it said that these LLMs are trained on the internet. This does not mean that they are a search engine like Google or that they are searching a database like Lexis or Westlaw. What the LLMs are doing is predicting what each word in a response should be based on all the writing it has been trained on.Because the internet has lots of examples of writing, the LLMs can sometimes be convincing. But because they aren’t search engines, the LLMs are not actually looking for sources, just predicting a logical order of words that may look like a citation. That leads to three major issues with tools like ChatGPT. The first is that it sometimes just makes stuff up. This is called a hallucination and like I said, they can be very convincing. I have seen folks at the reference desk trying to find an article or book that doesn’t exist because ChatGPT told them about it. The second issue is that the training the LLMs are using is limited in time. The LLMs used by ChatGPT are only trained on data through 2021, so ChatGPT can’t tell you about any information or sources since then. For example, Dobbs came out in 2022, so ChatGPT wouldn’t be able to tell you anything about the case or the responses to it. The third issue with generative AI tools is that they have an inherent bias based on the training sources they are exposed to. This includes systemic biases that are present in our society, but also some more subtle biases as well. If healthcare professionals write more online about a patient population than the members of population write about themselves, ChatGPT is going to favor the perspective of the healthcare professionals. Another factor of this is that the LLMs are trained on the open internet and so they are biased in favor of freely available information rather than information that is only available behind paywalls, like lots of academic articles.I say all this not to say that ChatGPT is all bad and that you should never use it. I think there are some things ChatGPT is good and appropriate to use for. The LRC is working on a guide to ChatGPT and other generative AI tools that will talk about the pros, cons, and limits of these tools.

https://lawlibguides.sandiego.edu/generative-AI
https://lawlibguides.sandiego.edu/generative-AI
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If you’re going to use ChatGPT…
• Only use it for tasks it’s good at!

o Catching typos and grammar errors
▪ But not for Bluebooking

o Modifying tone
o Brainstorming
o Summarizing specific, discrete pieces 

of text
• Disclose what tool you used and what you 

used it for.
• Ask ahead of time if you’re not sure 

whether you should or not.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So if you’re going to use ChatGPT or another generative AI tool, what should you use it for? You certainly don’t have to use AI but if you do, it should only be for tasks that the AI is good at.AI is good catching typos and grammar errors. Because LLMs can predict the order words should be in, they can tell when a sentence or word doesn’t match that prediction. However, this doesn’t apply to citations because it is not as familiar with Bluebook style, and it can’t check the rules to see if they’re being followed.AI can also be used to modify the tone of a piece of writing. For example, you could ask ChatGPT to make a paragraph more straightforward or use more forceful language.You can also use it to help you brainstorm since it will give you different ideas about a prompt if asked.Finally, AI is very good at summarizing specific, discrete pieces of text like a paragraph or a document.These tasks can be helpful in the writing process, but they don’t create an original idea supported by research, which is what your paper is supposed to do. You can use ChatGPT to help refine your paper, but it will reflect in your grade if you rely on it too much because it can’t do the tasks you are being graded on.So you don’t want to rely on AI, but you can use it for the tasks it’s good at. If you do, Professor Fox is asking that you disclose what tool you use, whether it’s ChatGPT 3.5 or 4.0, Google Bard, or something else. He also wants you to disclose how you used it. Something like, I used it to help brainstorm topic ideas, I used it to suggest counterarguments, I used it improve the clarity of my writing.And above all, if you’re not sure whether you should use AI for something while you’re working on your paper, I encourage you to ask about it ahead of time. Professor Fox is the final arbiter of what’s appropriate for you to do but you can always contact me or the reference desk with questions too. My colleagues and I have been trying our best to keep up with how the AI tools work and what the current policies are at USD, so we’re happy to talk with you about it.
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LRC Reference Desk

Email: lrcrefer@sandiego.edu
Phone: (619) 260-4612
Chat: sandiego.edu/law/library

Other videos in this series are available on 
the LWR Research Trainings page of the 
LRC’s website.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That’s it for our PPT presentation this year,Students often find the international arb research very challenging because not one of these databaases is really one stop shopping for everything you will needCISG - PaceProcedural  - KluwerIssue spotting - Practical LawWe are here to help!

mailto:lrcrefer@sandiego.edu
https://www.sandiego.edu/law/library/
https://www.sandiego.edu/law/library/research-trainings/lwr-trainings.php
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